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The initiation of genome projects on helminths of medical importance promises to yield new drug targets and vaccine
candidates in unprecedented numbers. In order to exploit this emerging data it is essential that the user community is
aware of the scope and quality of data available, and that the genome projects provide analyses of the raw data to highlight
potential genes of interest. Core bioinformatics support for the parasite genome projects has promoted these approaches.
In the Brugia genome project, a combination of expressed sequence tag sequencing from multiple cDNA libraries
representing the complete filarial nematode lifecycle, and comparative analysis of the sequence dataset, particularly using
the complete genome sequence of the model nematode C. elegans, has proved very effective in gene discovery.
Key words : genomics, parasitic genomes, Caenorhabditis elegans, Brugia malayi, Schistosoma, expressed sequence tag,
genome mapping, bioinformatics.
Abbreviations : BAC bacterial artificial chromosome, YAC yeast artificial chromosome, EST expressed sequence tag,
WWW world wide web.


Parasitic helminths are complex, advanced organisms
which have evolved to exploit the food-rich niches of
their hosts’ internal milieux. Despite early concepts
of parasites as essentially degenerate organisms, they
appear to have (mostly) retained the intricate
biochemistry of their free living ancestors, and have
developed new pathways to cope with host nutritional limitations and host immune attack, amongst
other pressures. Until very recently, molecular
biological analysis of parasitic helminths was limited
to the cloning of potential vaccine candidate antigen
genes, and the illumination of some specific facets of
parasite biochemistry, often pertaining to drug
metabolism. Two revolutions have changed helminth molecular biology : the advent of mass
sequencing and the zeitgeist which accompanies the
concept of genome projects. Mass sequencing has
allowed extensive gene discovery programmes to be
initiated and executed at low cost, resulting in the
flooding of the public databases with tens of
thousands of parasitic helminth sequences. Techniques (and robotic technologies) are available to
clone, analyse and integrate data from large numbers
of fragments of genomic DNA or cDNA. The
inception of genome projects on model organisms
such as the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, and the
launching of the human genome project, has changed
Parasitology (1999), 118, S39–S51. Printed in the United Kingdom

the way it is possible to think about an organism. As
all organisms’ DNA is essentially similar, the choice
of donor species becomes irrelevant : the only
consideration is ‘ Is there a need for a genome
initiative, and is there a research or commercial
community ready to exploit its outcomes ? ’.
The parasitic helminths are not a natural group
(Winnepenninckx et al. 1995). The parasitic flatworms (phylum Platyhelminthes) are not at all
closely related to the parasitic Nematoda. Even
within each of these phyla, different parasitic groups
can be but distantly related. With this in mind, it is
obvious that generalizations may be a little wide, and
indeed may not be possible. Here we focus on the
human filarial nematode parasite, Brugia malayi,
because it is the organism we work most closely on,
and because it is the parasite for which most data
exist (Blaxter, 1995 ; Blaxter et al. 1997). However,
from a genomics point of view, 2 features do link
these phyla : they have large genome sizes compared
to the parasitic protozoa, and they have metazoan
body plans including highly differentiated tissues
and complex development.
The genome sizes of most nematodes are of the
order of 100 million base pairs (Mb) but range from
0n5 to 5 times this value (Sulston & Brenner, 1974 ;
Sim et al. 1987 ; Rothstein, Stoller & Rajan, 1988 ;
Hammond & Bianco, 1992 ; Grisi et al. 1995).
Schistosome genomes are estimated to be 270 Mb.
# 1999 Cambridge University Press
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In comparison, the genome of E. coli is 4 Mb,
Theileria spp. are 10 Mb, Leishmania is 35 Mb, and
the human genome is 3000 Mb. The number of
genes predicted for these parasites is similarly large.
While E. coli has 3000 genes, and yeast 6000, the
metazoan parasites are expected to have between
15 000 and 20 000 protein-coding genes. Humans are
predicted to have about 100 000 genes (Adams et al.
1995). Within the 15–20 000 genes encoded by these
parasites will be sets for basic metabolic activities,
sets involved in building and maintaining the
particular body plan of the organism, and sets
involved in host interaction. The goal of the parasitic
helminth genome initiatives is to identify the parasite-specific and host-interactive gene sets in as rapid
and efficient manner as possible.
For most parasite genomes, the route chosen has
been to sequence randomly selected cDNA clones to
generate Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) (Reddy
et al. 1993 ; Chakrabarti et al. 1994 ; El-Sayed et al.
1995 ; Franco et al. 1995 ; Wan, Blackwell & Ajioka,
1995 ; Blaxter et al. 1996 ; Levick et al. 1996 ; Brandao
et al. 1997). This approach allows the sampling of
the genes expressed by an organism (at a particular
stage, or in a particular tissue). As a large proportion
of genomic DNA is non-coding (either intergenic or
intronic regions), EST sequencing is more efficient
in terms of identifying genes (Adams et al. 1991). It
has the drawback that each gene is represented in a
cDNA library at approximately the abundance of its
mRNA. This means the cDNAs from highly
expressed genes (such as those encoding housekeeping enzymes, or cytoskeletal proteins) will be
selected and sequenced repeatedly, while rare transcripts (such as those derived from genes controlling
differentiation and development) will be selected
rarely, if at all. For small genomes, such as those of
Plasmodium, Trypanosoma, or Leishmania, where
there are few or no introns and the genes are densely
arrayed on the chromosomes, it is almost as efficient
to sequence random genomic DNA fragments for
gene discovery as it is to sequence cDNAs (El Sayed
& Donelson, 1997). In a well constructed genomic
DNA library each gene is represented in equimolar
quantities, and has an equal chance of being
sequenced. As an EST project progresses, the
probability of identifying new genes drops as the
sequence set grows.
Currently, there are over 27 000 parasitic helminth
ESTs in the public databases. These no doubt
contain some nuggets of valuable ore : parasite
enzymes with radically different active site environments, ripe for drug design, or highly expressed,
novel, secreted proteins which might be part of a
subunit vaccine. The exponential growth of this
dataset poses significant problems for its thorough
exploitation. When only a few sequences are available, it is possible to keep track of and analyse them
all ‘ manually ’. With the volume and complexity of
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current nematode and schistosome datasets, it is
clear that new tools have to be used. Sequence
similarity search tools, such as BLAST (Altschul et
al. 1990), are the commonest routes to identifying
potential genes of interest in parasite datasets. These
searches can be performed de novo using a sequence
of interest from another species (such as a representative of a class of enzyme being sought in a
parasite) or can be used at one remove through the
intermediary of an annotated genome database. In a
genome database, the sequences will be annotated
(often using BLAST sequence similarity data) and
can be searched using keywords.
     
    

The growing EST datasets define a large number of
genes. For the Brugia ESTs we estimate that the
overall redundancy of the sequencing is 2 to 2n5,
suggesting that we have identified approximately
7000 Brugia genes, or nearly one-half of the total
expected gene complement. Other EST projects on
parasites have generated sequence sets with similar
redundancy. For C. elegans, the exhaustive 5h and 3h
read EST project initiated by the Kohara laboratory
has resulted in the generation of over 75 000 ESTs.
These, when compared to the genome sequence,
appear to define about half of the genes of this model
nematode.
There are both operational and informatics
rationales for performing ongoing analyses of EST
datasets. There is a diminishing return, in terms of
new genes identified, as a single library is sequenced
extensively. It is important therefore to assess the
redundancy of sequences derived from each library
in an ongoing fashion in order to maintain the gene
discovery rate. The quality of any particular cDNA
library can be measured by its primary titre (how
many independent recombinant clones are there), its
mean insert size (and the size range ; this is related to
the proportion of full-length transcripts in the
library) and its redundancy (the mean representation
of each gene). Different libraries can vary significantly in all these parameters, and in order to best
exploit the limited resources available for parasite
genomics, stringent quality checks are required. For
the Brugia initiative, we have performed periodic
redundancy estimates on the ESTs from each
library. When the internal redundancy of a library
dataset exceeds 3 (that is, only one new gene is
discovered for each three ESTs generated), we
reassess the utility of continued sequencing from the
library. At this stage it may be cost effective to screen
out the most abundant cDNAs (which may comprise
up to 2 % each of the ESTs, and over 40 % of the
total dataset) by hybridization, or to generate new
libraries subtracted with cDNAs from other stages.

Parasite helminth genomics

Fig. 1. Finding target genes in helminth genome
sequence datasets.

Inter-library comparisons also serve to identify those
libraries which have been derived from lifecycle
stages (or tissues) where there is greatest diversity of
gene expression. Further sequencing can focus on
these libraries.
The size of the EST datasets (for example, 16 000
sequences for Brugia) means that significant preanalysis must be carried out if the genes defined by
the ESTs are to be exploited properly. All the
parasite genome projects are developing techniques
for grouping ESTs which derive from the same gene
into clusters, constructing consensus sequences from
these clusters, and using the consensuses to infer
biological function of the encoded proteins. In order
to define a potential target gene (for drug development or vaccine testing) the clustered ESTs are
subjected to a bioinformatic process summarized in
Fig. 1. Utilizing all sources of information available
to the research community, the sequences are
compared to each other, to the public databases and
to databases of motifs and patterns. The insights
arising from these studies are integrated with
biological information on the organism to identify
first-pass candidates for further testing.
For the Brugia project, we have initiated an
extensive analysis and annotation process which we
hope will best serve the community wishing to
exploit the genome information (Fig. 2) (Blaxter et
al. 1996 ; Blaxter et al. 1997). The process of picking
and sequencing clones has been streamlined, and in
general is based on a microtitre plate format. High
throughput sequencing is complemented by automated analysis of sequence read quality. The Brugia
ESTs are deposited directly in the public databases.
Further analysis is then performed on these public
ESTs. First, they are compared to each other, and
grouped into clusters on the basis of sequence
identity. Because the ESTs are single-pass sequences,
which may contain misreads or ambiguities, this
clustering process has to be carefully monitored to
ensure that low quality read segments and chimaeric
sequences (from clones resulting from misligation of
two cDNAs) do not result in the conflation of 2 genes
into 1. The clusters are presumed to define genes,
and consensus sequences are derived from each. The
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consensus sequences will tend to yield improved
read lengths and read qualities for each gene. All this
information (clone identity, stage, EST sequence,
cluster information, consensus) are fed into the
cognate genome project database (for Brugia, FilDB,
based on ACeDB). The consensus sequence is then
used to search the public databases. For Brugia, the
primary comparator is the complete genome sequence of C. elegans and the sequences available
from other nematodes. These databases are searched
using public and local resources, using the BLAST
family of algorithms. The output from BLAST is
parsed into FilDB using tools developed for the C.
elegans project, and the clusters annotated automatically. Within FilDB, genes can be examined for
their expression patterns (which stage-specific
libraries have ESTs been found in), levels of
abundance (the number of ESTs), and putative
function (BLAST similarity data).
About 40 % of the genes we have identified in
Brugia are novel, in that they have no detectable,
informative similarity to other sequences. Many
others identify only putative genes of unknown
function in the C. elegans dataset. For these genes,
which may include the new drug targets and unique
vaccine components necessary for future studies, we
perform additional analyses, looking for the presence
of peptide motifs, and using more sensitive search
strategies to try to define important features.
The database also integrates other information on
genes and gene products in the form of bibliographic
references and direct functional data arising from
more conventional research programmes. The task
of annotating the genome data is a huge one, and
curation of the genome dataset is an important issue
for future funding. A coordinated nomenclature
system has been proposed for filaria (Blaxter et al.
1997), and other nematodes (Bird & Riddle, 1994),
and similar naming schedules are in existence for
other parasites.
For Brugia, we have the luxury of not only the C.
elegans sequence, but also growing EST datasets
from other filaria (Onchocerca volvulus, Wuchereria
bancrofti and Loa loa) and other nematodes (Strongyloides stercoralis (Moore et al. 1996), Pristionchus
pacificus, Meloidogyne javanica, Globodera rostochiensis, Pristionchus pacificus). Comparison between these
datasets is helping to define specific and general
targets for further study. Acquisition of EST
datasets from other nematodes, particularly from
groups not currently represented, will enhance and
extend this approach (see below).
For filarial nematodes, as for other species, there is
a wealth of information in the non-genomics literature which identifies classes of molecule which may
have promise for pharmacological and immunological development. In particular, secreted or
excreted products contain important enzymatic activities, and\or are protective in vaccination trials, in

M. Blaxter and others
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Fig. 2. Gene discovery in Brugia malayi : the annotation of genome sequence data.

Fig. 3. (A) The in silico selection of membrane and secreted proteins. (B) Proteomics approaches to identifying
parasite gene products.

many systems (Selkirk et al. 1994). It is possible,
using the EST datasets, to identify putative secreted
products without any prior knowledge of their
function. The detergent Triton X114 has been used
for many years to separate membrane proteins from
soluble components in vitro (Etges, Bouvier &

Bordier, 1986). A similar process can be carried out
in silico, using the computer to search the EST
datasets for proteins with predicted signal peptides
(and thus destined for secretion) or with putative
transmembrane domains (Fig. 3 A) (von Heijne,
1985, 1986). Linking analysis of the proteins of a

Parasite helminth genomics
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Table 1. Access to parasite genome project data and resources
Desired information or reagent

Access address\route

Parasite-genome www site
Access to parasite genome www
sites
Parasite-genome computing
resources
The Caenorhabditis elegans genome
project

http:\\www.ebi.ac.uk\parasites\parasite-genome.html
http:\\www.ebi.ac.uk\parasites\paratable.html

Sequence similarity search of
parasite DNA sequences
Text search of EST sequence
records
Retrieval of EST sequences

http:\\www.ebi.ac.uk\parasites\genomecompute.html
http:\\www.sanger.ac.uk\projects\C elegans\
the C. elegans ACeDB database is available online at
http:\\www.sanger.ac.uk\Projects\C elegans\webace front end.shtml
$ through the Parasite Genome world wide web blast server at
http:\\www.ebi.ac.uk\parasites\parasite blast server.html
$ through email to blast!ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
$ through the NCBI www server at http:\\www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov\BLAST\
$ through the NCBI dbest www server at
http:\\www2.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov\dbST\dbest query.html
$ through the NCBI ENTREZ www server at
http:\\www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov\Entrez\index.html
$ through the NCBI retrieve email server at retrieve!ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
$ through the NCBI ENTREZ www server at
http:\\www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov\Entrez\index.html
$

parasite (the proteome) with the genome data is
possible through N-terminal sequencing, or mass
spectrographic mass\charge ratio determination of
protease digests, of single protein spots from parasite
products separated on high resolution two dimensional gels (Fig. 3 B) (Pappin, Hojrup & Bleasby,
1993). N-terminal sequence data, or the predicted
amino acid composition derived from mass\charge
data, can be used to search parasite-specific or
general sequence databases.
    

We have been involved in trying to develop and
implement such tools for the Parasite Genome
projects sponsored by the World Health Organisation. We aim to assist the project database curators
in their tasks by developing and installing analysis
tools, and to promote the Parasite Genome projects
to the wider community, by providing internet
access to the data (Blaxter & Aslett, 1997).
The WHO Parasite Genome world wide web
(WWW) site, based at the European Bioinformatics
Institute, offers links to the individual Parasite
Genome project WWW sites (some of which are
based on the EBI server) and access to the Parasite
Genome BLAST server. The WWW site includes
information on genome computing resources available on the WWW (Table 1).
The Parasite Genome BLAST server is a publicaccess resource which allows the searching of a
number of parasite databases with a user-supplied
sequence. Currently the server will search against 16
different DNA databases culled from the public
GenBank\EMBL database (Brugia malayi DNA,
Onchocerca volvulus, all filarial nematodes, all nema-

todes other than C. elegans, African trypanosomes,
Trypanosoma cruzi, Leishmania major, Leishmania
spp., all kinetoplastid protozoa, Schistosoma mansoni,
all other Schistosoma spp., Toxoplasma gondii,
Cryptosporidium, Plasmodium falciparum, all other
Plasmodium spp. and all apicomplexan DNA). The
databases include all cDNAs (including ESTs) and
genomic DNAs from each organism or group of
organisms, and results are returned, in standard
BLAST output format, by E-mail to the user. This
server can be used to identify distant parasite
homologues of genes of interest, when searching the
full public databases would yield a bewildering array
of hits to sequences from other organisms, with the
parasite gene languishing at the end of a long list. All
the databases used are updated regularly, and are
available for download by anonymous file transfer
from the parasite genome site for use in local search
routines.
Each of the WHO-sponsored parasite genome
projects has constructed a genome database, using
the C. elegans database engine software, ACeDB
(Thierry-Mieg & Durbin, 1992 ; Durbin & ThierryMieg, 1994). ACeDB is very powerful and is being
used extensively for many genome initiatives in
addition to that of C. elegans. ACeDB-WWW
interfaces have been developed, and implementation
of these for the parasite genome databases is planned.
These databases allow the integration of genetic
map, physical map, sequence, bibliographical and
biological information in a single environment. The
parasite-genome support centre also performs batch
BLAST searches for the parasite genome databases,
and provides a service to update these databases.
Individual projects also use the Parasite Genome site
to distribute additional datasets, such as the filariasis
bibliography, Bibliofil.

M. Blaxter and others
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Genome computing is a universally applicable
science : it needs only a dedicated researcher and a
reasonably fast computer with an internet link. To
promote parasite genome bioinformatics, the WHO
Parasite Genome support has visited endemic
country laboratories to assist with computing and
informatics issues, and is sponsoring international
workshops in parasite genome bioinformatics.



CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS



C. elegans is a small freeliving bacteriovorous
nematode. Its only real-world significances are that
it can be a pest in mushroom farms, and it may play
a role in soil ecology. However, its significance to
parasitic nematology is immense (Politz & Philip,
1992 ; Burglin, Lobos & Blaxter, 1998). As a
nematode it carries out all the basic functions
required by the nematode body plan. It has a
nematode metabolism, and is sensitive to many
nematicides. Its development, anatomy and neurobiology are understood at a single cell level, and over
2000 loci have been defined by mutational genetics
(Riddle et al. 1997). A toolkit of methods (from in
situ hybridization to transgenesis to laser ablation of
individual cells) has been developed (Epstein &
Shakes, 1996). In addition, the C. elegans genome
has been sequenced in its entirety (Coulson et al.
1988 ; Sulston et al. 1992 ; Wilson et al. 1994 ;
Hodgkin, Plasterk & Waterston, 1995 ; Waterston,
Sulston & Coulson, 1997 ; The C. elegans Sequencing
Consortium 1998).
This important milestone in genome analysis (it is
the first sequenced animal genome) was achieved by
two teams, based in St. Louis, USA and Cambridge,
UK. A physical map of the genome was first built
using cosmid (insert size 35 kb) and yeast artificial
chromosome (YAC ; insert size  150 kb to 1 Mb)
clones. This map contains over 99 % of the genome
ordered with respect to the chromosomes, and served
as a substrate for the sequencing effort (Coulson et
al. 1988). The map contains 17 000 fingerprinted
cosmids and 3000 YACs, which have been linked to
the cosmid contigs by hybridization. The few ‘ gaps ’
in the map appear to arise from there being regions
of DNA which do not clone efficiently in either yeast
or bacterial vectors, and have been closed as the
sequencing project has progressed. The genome is
100 million base pairs, and is arranged as 5 autosomes
and a sex chromosome (sex determination is through
an XX–XO mechanism).
The sequence was derived from a minimally
overlapping set of cosmids spanning the genome,
augmented by YAC clones where there were gaps in
cosmid coverage (Sulston et al. 1992 ; Wilson et al.
1994 ; Waterston et al. 1997). Remaining gaps have
been filled by combinations of long-range PCR,
direct sequencing and cloning in other vector

systems (including fosmids). The sequence error
rate is estimated to be 1 in 10 000 bases. The
sequence is extensively annotated, with predicted
genes, repetitive DNA and other features being
added to the records before full submission to the
databases.
There are predicted to be 18 000 protein coding
genes in C. elegans and about 1000 RNA genes
(tRNAs and the like) (Hodgkin & Herman, 1998).
Gene prediction is based on algorithms trained to
recognize features of the C. elegans genome (such as
splice sites and codon bias), and uses EST data
extensively. Prediction is not yet perfect, and is
being continually refined as specific data accumulates. Protein coding genes are almost always interrupted by introns, but these are generally quite
small (down to 37 bases) and thus gene density
remains high (about one gene per 6 kb). The
predicted genes include many which are easily
recognized as homologues of known genes in other
organisms (such as housekeeping enzymes) but there
is a large class (40 % of all genes) for which no
obvious homologues can be found. The genome is
littered with the remains of dead and dying transposons and there are several other repeat families.
One striking feature of gene organisation in C.
elegans is that many genes (20 % of the total) appear
to be arranged as operons, where a single promoter
drives transcription of two or more genes (Speith et
al. 1993 ; Blumenthal & Steward, 1997). The downstream genes in operons are trans-spliced to a family
of variant spliced leader exons. The significance of
the operonic arrangement of genes in C. elegans is
not yet clear, as there is often little functional or
sequence similarity between operon partners.
The complete sequence has been deposited in
GenBank\EMBL, and is freely available. The fully
annotated sequence is available within ACeDB (see
Table 1).
  
With limited resources, it is not going to be possible
to determine the complete genome sequence of all
disease organisms, particularly if they have large
genomes. However, with 1 or 2 exemplars to hand it
may be possible to utilize partial genomic information to walk between genomes and focus in on
genes of interest without building another complete
sequence map (Fig. 4). The genes which are targets
for new drugs and those responsible for genetic
resistance to old ones can be identified in 1 model
species, and the information gathered from these
studies used to search other genomes for homologous
sequences. A successful vaccine candidate in 1
species can be sought in a second.
In order to transfer between species, it is useful to
have a way-map of the expected distances between
them. The development of molecular phylogenies

Parasite helminth genomics
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Fig. 4. The interrelationships of the major groups of nematodes. This phylogenetic tree is a cartoon based on analysis
of small subunit ribosomal RNA sequences from a large number of nematode taxa. Taxa for which a genome or EST
project is underway are marked $. The trophic ecology of each taxon is indicated with a letter : F free living, A
animal parasite and P plant parasite. C. elegans is closely related to the strongylid nematodes. The ascarids, spirurids
and oxyurids are all closely related. Strongyloides is most closely related to the cephalobid free living nematodes, and
to the plant parasitic tylenchids. Trichinella and Trichuris are only distantly related to C. elegans and are members of
a group which includes insect parasites (the mermithids) and plant parasites (the dorylaims) as well as free living
nematodes.

for schistosomes (Rollinson et al. 1997) and other
platyhelminths, and for nematodes (Blaxter et al.
1998), makes the selection of stepping stones in
traversing phylogenetic diversity more easy. Within
the nematodes, molecular analyses highlight the
multiple independent origins of plant and animal
parasitism. In order to fully exploit the C. elegans
and other genome initiatives we would suggest that it
would be sensible, and very cost effective, to acquire
significant EST datasets from across the phylum,
picking one or two species from each major clade for
analysis (Fig. 4). As a pilot project, we have
generated 150–220 ESTs from a set of animal
parasitic nematodes representing the Strongylida,
the Ascaridida and the Triocephalida (Fig. 5). These
EST datasets, while small, amply demonstrate the
utility of the approach. The ESTs from Ascaris suum

are derived from a muscle\body wall library and
contain a high proportion of highly expressed
hypodermal and muscle genes with C. elegans
homologues, consistent with the great deal known
about these tissues. The proportion of novel genes
identified was relatively small (16 %). In contrast,
149 ESTs from adult Trichuris muris, a gut parasite
only distantly related to C. elegans, identified 139
genes, 51 % of which had no informative similarity
to any sequence in the databases. For Necator
americanus, the ESTs (from an adult library) define
166 different genes, including many abundant products predicted to be secreted. ESTs from larval
Toxocara canis have also been used to define putative
components of the secretory material (K. Tetteh,
A. Loukas and R. Maizels, personal communication).

M. Blaxter and others
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function) and of genes involved in the sex determination pathway (HER-1, TRA-1 ; I. Kamal
and D. Guiliano, unpublished observations). These
genes can be used to further refine models of gene
function in C. elegans and may also yield insights into
the biology of the parasites.
  

Fig. 5. Small EST datasets from selected nematode
parasites. (A) The number of sequences, the redundancy
and the number of genes identified in three EST
projects from Necator americanus, Trichuris muris and
Ascaris suum. (B) Pie charts showing the pattern of
identification of genes by BLAST search in the three
EST datasets.

Fig. 6. Walking between genomes. The demonstration
of a close syntenic relationship between a conserved
workaday gene and a gene of interest in one species of
nematode (C. elegans for example) may permit the
cloning of the gene of interest in a parasite by virtue of
the conservation of gene arrangement.

These EST datasets can be used to promote
research on the parasites, by identifying candidate
genes for further study. They are also useful for the
C. elegans project, as they can be used to confirm
genes which have been predicted from the genome
sequence. For example, 13 % of the N. americanus
ESTs are clear homologues of C. elegans genes with
no known function. In the EST datasets we also have
the first examples outside C. elegans of genes defined
to have important roles in the biology of the model
nematode. For example, the Brugia dataset includes
homologues of several different UNC genes (UNC
for uncoordinated : these genes affect neuromuscular

Comparison between mouse and human genomes
reveals that linkages between genes and gene order
are often conserved. Some conservation of synteny is
also evident when mammalian and avian genomes
are compared. While we have no time axis for the
nematode radiation, it might be expected that some
conservation of synteny could be found between
different nematode groups. The significance of this
is that it might offer a route to cloning and analysis
of genes too diverged to be identified by low
stringency hybridization, degenerate PCR or EST
database searching (Fig 6.). For example, the sex
determination gene TRA-2 is poorly conserved
between C. elegans and the congeneric C. briggsae,
but was cloned from C. briggsae by isolating genomic
clones which carried homologues of conserved genes
found next to TRA-2 in C. elegans (Kuwabara &
Shah, 1994). Cloning by synteny may be a fruitful
approach to isolating parasite genes of interest now
that the C. elegans genome is completely sequenced,
and all synteny relationships known. Comparison of
C. elegans and C. briggsae sequences also serve to
identify highly conserved promoter regions upstream of genes (Heschl & Baillie, 1990 ; Gilleard,
Barry & Johnstone, 1997), and this approach may be
extensible to parasite genes.
We would predict, from the molecular phylogeny,
that the strongylid nematodes would be most likely
to have retained synteny relationships with C.
elegans, and that the other animal parasites would be
more or less rearranged. Of particular interest is the
conservation of operonic organization. While the
conservation of 1 operon (involving 2 ribosomal
proteins, RPP-1 and RPL-27a) has been demonstrated between genera (Evans et al. 1997), no
operons have yet been found in nematodes distantly
related to C. elegans, and their biological significance
remains unclear.
    

BRUGIA

MALAYI

The Brugia malayi genome is 100 million base pairs
(Sim et al. 1987), has an AT content of 71 %
(Rothstein et al. 1988), and is organized as six
chromosomes (5 autosomes and a XY sex determination pair) (Sakaguchi et al. 1983). The chromosomes cannot be separated with current pulsed field
gel technology, and are probably each  12 million
base pairs in size (Sim et al. 1987). No genes have yet
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Fig. 7. Mapping genes to the Brugia BAC library. A probe derived from the Brugia malayi small subunit ribosomal
RNA gene was labelled and hybridized to the Brugia BAC library filter. The hybridization was visualized using
chemiluminescence. The ribosomal RNA repeat comprizes approximately 1 % of the genome, and 46 clones out of
4600 gridded indicates that approximately 1 % of the library contains ribosomal RNA genes. Each clone is spotted
twice on the filter.

been mapped to Brugia chromosomes by FISH or
other in situ mapping techniques, although these
techniques have been successfully applied to Schistosoma mansoni (Tanaka et al. 1995). The repetitive
DNA content, at approximately 15 %, is similar to
that of C. elegans, but the Brugia genomes differ in
that nearly 10 % of the genome is made up of a
single, tandemly repeated sequence, the HhaI repeat.
This repeat has been used as a diagnostic PCR target
because of its high copy number (30 000 copies per
genome) (Piessens, McReynolds & Williams, 1987 ;
Williams et al. 1987). Brugia also carries 2 other
genomes : the mitochondrial genome and the genome
of an endosymbiotic bacterium.
In order to build a physical map of Brugia a set of
large insert DNA libraries is being constructed
(Blaxter, 1995 ; Blaxter et al. 1997). A bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) library, with inserts of
60–100 kb, was constructed from microfilarial DNA.
The library has 4600 clones and represents an
approximately three-fold coverage of the nuclear
genome. It has been picked and gridded as highdensity arrays, and filtermats printed with these
arrays are being used as substrates in a 3-pronged

approach to mapping the genome. Additional
libraries are being constructed to complement this
one, including additional BAC libraries, and a largeinsert yeast artificial chromosome library.
Each genome project laboratory is hybridizing
selected EST clusters and genes of interest to the
BAC library filters (Fig. 7). The ESTs are being
chosen on the basis of abundance, stage specificity
and interest. Probes are generated by PCR from the
clones and labelled with a non-radioactive tag.
Positive hybridizations are detected using an avidinenzyme conjugate and luminescent substrates. The
mapping of ESTs to the filters is consistent with the
expected size of the library (approximately 40 % of
hybridizations are negative) and over 100 genes have
been mapped in this way by the Filarial Genome
Project participating laboratories.
A second approach being followed is a random
sampling without replacement strategy (Palazzolo et
al. 1991 ; Hoheisel et al. 1993 ; Mizukami et al. 1993)
utilizing end probes generated by PCR from the
junctions between Brugia inserts and the BAC
vector. These BAC ends are labelled and hybridized
to the filters. Positive clones are recorded, and
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further non-hybridising clones selected for the next
round. The BAC ends are also sequenced to provide
information for later development of PCR-based
markers. The 2 sets of hybridization data (EST and
end probes) are being integrated in the generation of
a sequence-tagged site map. This process is ongoing,
but the first generation map (with  90 % of the
46 000 BAC clones tagged) is expected to be complete
by summer 1999.
A third approach is directed chromosome walking
from selected genes of interest. This labour-intensive
approach is being followed for certain genomic
regions where there is special interest in conservation
of gene order or proximity, such as the homeobox
gene cluster (A. Aboobaker and M. Blaxter, unpublished).
The mitochondrial genome is expected to comprise about 14 kb, like those of Onchocerca volvulus
(Keddie et al. 1998), C. elegans and A. suum
(Okimoto et al. 1992). About 65 % of the mitochondrial genome is represented in the B. malayi
EST dataset, and this information is being used to
clone and sequence the complete mitochondrial
genome by direct PCR (M. Blaxter, unpublished).
The presence of an endosymbiont within B.
malayi, and other filaria, has been noted for many
years (McLaren, 1972 ; McLaren et al. 1975), but has
become significant as the genome initiative has
progressed. The endosymbiont, being a eubacterium, has a metabolism distinct from its nematode
host, and is thus a promising drug target (HenkleDu$ hrsen et al. 1998). It remains to be demonstrated
unequivocally that the symbiosis is mutualistic, but
tetracycline treatment does reduce filarial infectivity
and severely blocks fecundity in infected rodent
models (Bosshardt et al. 1993 ; Hoerauf et al. 1998).
The endosymbiont is closely related to the Wolbachia
endosymbionts of insects and other arthropods, and
appears to be maintained by transovarial transmission (Sironi et al. 1995 ; Bandi et al. 1998). There
is no evidence for recent horizontal spread of the
endosymbiont through the filaria : rather the endosymbiont and nematode host phylogenies are mainly
congruent, suggesting an ancient and stable vertical
transmission. This is in stark contrast to the situation
in insects, where Wolbachia has spread recently as a
horizontally transmitted epidemic (O’Neill, 1995 ;
Werren, Zhang & Guo, 1995 ; Werren, 1997). A
small number of the Brugia ESTs appear to derive
from endosymbiont genes (including groEL, 16S
and 23S ribosomal RNAs). Of greater concern is the
possibility that the endosymbiont genome, through
its lower AT content (" 50 %) will be preferentially
cloned in the bacterial systems used for maintaining
the Brugia genomic mapping libraries. The size of
the endosymbiont genome is unknown, but is likely
to be of the order of 1–2 million bases. There are
multiple endosymbionts per cell, particularly in the
hypodermis and female gonad, and thus the pro-
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portion of endosymbiont DNA to nuclear DNA may
be high. Preliminary screening of the Brugia BAC
library suggests that it may comprise between 2 and
12 % endosymbiont DNA. A map of the Wolbachia
genome is being constructed by a walking strategy.
  
   C. ELEGANS

BRUGIA

We have begun to use the Brugia genomics resources
to investigate issues of operonic organization and
synteny conservation. A survey of ribosomal protein
genes in C. elegans revealed that a large proportion of
these ( 50 %) are members of operons. This
proportion is much greater than that found for the
whole genome (" 20 %). In addition, 80 % of the
ribosomal genes which are in operons are the first
gene in the operon. One of the first results of the
Brugia EST programme was the identification of
ESTs coding for most of the ribosomal proteins
(Blaxter et al. 1996). Examination of the ESTs also
identified several corresponding to the C. elegans
operon partners for these ribosomal protein genes.
We reasoned that these ESTs could be used as
probes to try to identify ribosomal protein genecontaining operons in Brugia. However, we have as
yet been unable to identify any conserved operons
involving these ribosomal protein genes in Brugia.
Analysis of the genomic organization of a number of
other genes of interest, whose homologues are in
operons in C. elegans, has similarly failed to yield an
operon (D. Guiliano and M. Blaxter, unpublished
observations). As we believe that the Brugia genome
will be as gene-dense as that of C. elegans, and the
operonic organization is argued to arise in part from
a need to crowd genes into the chromosomes, we are
continuing this search.
Brugia adults secrete a small protein, MIF-1, with
significant similarity to mammalian macrophage
migration inhibition factor, a cytokine with a
regulatory role in recruitment of cells in the immune
response. This gene was identified by the EST
programme, and has subsequently been studied in
some detail, as it may play an important role in the
modulation of the host immune response by Brugia
(Pastrana et al. 1998). C. elegans has two MIF
homologues. These are closely related to each other
and to a second Brugia MIF (MIF-2). A MIFrelated gene in mice has dopachrome tautomerase
function and the two C. elegans MIF genes and
Brugia MIF-2 are more closely related to this
enzyme, while MIF-1 is more closely related to the
mammalian cytokine MIF. A BAC carrying the
genomic copy of the MIF-1 gene was isolated and
sequenced. Comparison of this 65 kb sequence with
the C. elegans genome revealed that of the 7
identifiable genes, 6 had C. elegans homologues
which were located close to each other on chromosome I. Two of the Brugia genes have the same head-
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to-head organization as their C. elegans counterparts.
There are no obvious operons. The conservation of
synteny is not complete, as there are large genomic
regions not present in the Brugia BAC sequence, and
the BAC contains one gene (for which there is a
Brugia EST) which has no C. elegans counterpart.
This surprizing conservation of synteny suggests
that the cloning by synteny approach may indeed be
applicable, and that large scale sequence analysis of
the Brugia genome may reveal patterns and processes
in genome evolution not observable in the closer
comparison of C. elegans and C. briggsae.
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